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field. It was mentioned that we should send
some of our experienced multirotor flyers
over as mentors.
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Future Events:
TBD

2. Robert discussed his waning optimism about
the current field and is going to initialize a
meeting with both Cathy Long and Steve
Bennett from the county and see if there are
any other locations that could become a
larger, more permanent field for the Condors
and the Flying Circus. 2 locations were
mentioned: The old Ventura dump, and the
standing ponds on the far side of Vineyard
Ave from the current Flying Circus location.
Lets wish him luck!

Introduction:
Welcome to the Condors Newsletter. Readers are
invited to send ads, articles, photos for inclusion in
the next issue. Send them to
amhoff93010@twc.com
Al Hoff, Editor
Meeting Minutes, 06/01/2016:
The meeting was called to order at 7:02 PM. Dan
Hempe led the Pledge of Allegiance. Thank you
Dan. Tom Murray moved to approve the minutes
from the April meeting. The motion was passed by
the members.

3. Robert also mentioned that there was a
group of 4 students that were parking to hike
into the hills, but were drawn over to the
field to see what was going on. The male in
the group expressed interest in joining us.
One of the females is a botany student and
talked about the endangered plants were
only on the hillsides, not out in the flat areas
we fly over.

Guest Speakers:
There were no guest speakers.
1. Robert Wagner discussed the standing with
CSUCI. He asked Ray at the university if we
could take care of the field by getting the
weeds under control and mowing. This issue
is going to be discussed in an internal
meeting at CSUCI and he will get back to
us. Additional fly days are still up in the air.
On a good note, we seem mostly invisible to
the university as of right now, and they have
a Friday “Drone” group that meets at the

4. Safety – We have done a great job in getting
to downed planes and making sure
everything is running smoothly. Keep it up.
a. Remember to use a spotter when
flying.
b. We are getting into snake and tick
weather, please keep an eye out
when moving through the brush and
weeds.
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5. Mel talked about the Castle.

Ole Olander brought in his scratch built multirotor,
“Holey Ole,” that uses aluminum box extrusions for
the frame. He cut one side off to make them “C”
channels then drilled many lightening holes, hence
the name. His biggest problem is orientation when
the small drone is at a distance, so he added an LED
kit from Hobby King. It cost $14 and has different
sequences that are selectable from the transmitter.
The LED’s are very bright and should aid in
orientation.

a. There was only 1 crash that created a
fire, and it was an electric powered
plane.
b. You had to have a copy of your FAA
card with you, either hard copy or
digital, to be allowed to fly.
c. They required that your plane was
labeled per FAA and AMA rules.
6. Show and Tell
Rich Tejeda showed off the fuselage and tail
feathers for his Bruce Tharpe Flyin’ King. He
crashed his previous plane a few months ago and
ordered a new kit from BTE. He has the fuselage
ready to cover, and re-used the horizontal and
vertical surfaces from the old plane. The original
was covered in silk and dope, which he will not be
using on this one. He stripped and covered the tail
surfaces with Solartex, which will be used for the
rest of the plane. He will be using a Saito FG20 gas
engine for power on this estimated 9 pound plane.
The wings will be started after finishing the
fuselage.

Ole Olander scratch built multirotor,
"Holey Ole"

Rich Tejeda, Bruce Tharpe Flyin’ King
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Mike Milbrett brought in his Turbo Duster from
Legacy Aviation, a division of Extreme Flight. It
spans 65” and weighs about 5# without battery. 6S
powered using the recommended Torque motor and
a 16x6 prop, it has unlimited vertical performance.
He used a Hobby Wing 100A ESC with a 3300mAh
battery and can fly for about 15 mins including high
power maneuvers. A Spektrum 9ch AS3X receiver
with telemetry controls the 6 Hitec digital servos.

Mike Milbrett, Turbo Duster from Legacy
Aviation
The meeting was called at 7:47PM.
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Mini IMAC Results
A Mini IMAC contest was held May 22 with 9
persons in the contest. The top three finishers were
as follows:
1st Mike Milbret
2nd Robert Wagner
3rd Richard Hodgson
Thanks to Ron Scott and Richard Hodgson for
pictures.

First Place, Mike Milbret

The Judges

Second Place, Robert Wagner

The Top Finishers
Third Place, Richard Hodgson
If you have interesting pictures, send them to Al
Hoff, amhoff93010@twc.com We will publish them
as space permits. Also, if you want to compose a
short article, that would be good also.
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